Education

Power-Saving
Electricity Monitor
With its simple numbers and colors,
Wattson keeps homeowners interested in
and aware of the need to save electricity.

Environmental
Buildings account for 40% of global
greenhouse gas emissions. If users are
made aware of energy waste, they can
reduce planet-warming emissions.

social
By learning good practices at home, energy
users can save electricity at school, in the
workplace, or wherever they happen to be.

Wattson is a handheld electricity monitor that shows energy users
how much electricity is being used in the home, using very simple
numbers to display money, watts, or carbon. With its unique color
system, showing when there is high or low energy use, anyone can
see, at a glance, whether there is unusual electricity consumption.
The software Holmes also enables users to track usage over time,
helping them root out electricity waste. The system can also be
used with solar photovoltaic systems, or other onsite generation
systems.
Why a Sustainia100 solution?
The proliferation of smart phones, tablets, and other electricity-hungry gadgets
threatens to overwhelm efficiency gains made elsewhere in buildings. By raising
awareness about electricity consumption in the home or at work, energy users are
able to make better choices that reduce their carbon footprint and save money at
the same time.

Economic
According to Energeno, a user survey
found that households using Wattson cut
electricity use by an average of nearly 20%.

Developed in
UK

Deployed in UK, France, Germany,
Australia, Italy, Spain, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Austria,
Latvia, Lithuania, Brunei, Singapore,
Switzerland, South Africa, Greece

With Wattson, families can
learn about their electricity
use around the house. The
simple colors and numbers
raise awareness about good
practices.
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“By making Wattson
and Holmes simple, we
know that families
change the way they
use electricity.”
Mark Elliott, COO, Energeno
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